Abstract
Hepatitis B infection is a global health problem, leading to cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma in some patients and accounting for 6,000 deaths annually. The diagnosis of HBV infection is based largely on the interpretation of serologic markers and hepatitis B DNA levels, which allows establishment of the phase of infection and provides the groundwork for management strategies. More recently, genotyping and detection of genetic mutations that confer drug resistance provide additional data that assist in the therapeutic decisions. Histologic staging also presents important information that allows for individualized management of the disease. This paper reviews the various tests utilized in the diagnosis of HBV infection and their roles in the identification of the different phases of infection and in the determination of the need for further management.
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The global burden of HBV is high, with about two billion people exposed worldwide and about 350 million individuals with chronic infection and at risk for complications. Hepatitis B is estimated to be the cause of 30% of cirrhosis and 53% of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) worldwide. Acute or chronic HBV infection is estimated to cause 600,000 deaths each year, and about 25% of chronically infected adults later die from cirrhosis or HCC.

In the United States, the overall prevalence of hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) carriers in blood donor studies is 0.2%. However, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimated 4.3 - 5.6% of the United States population to have been exposed to HBV, with 800,000 to 1.4 million Americans being chronic carriers of HBV. Annually, HBV is blamed for 3,000 deaths related to chronic liver disease. Despite this high mortality rate, prevention and control of HBV in the United States is inadequate based on the Institute of Medicine Report, due partially to lack of knowledge and awareness about the disease among health care providers, social service providers, and the lay public.

The diagnosis of HBV infection is based largely on serologic markers. In the recent years, molecular tests such as genotyping and detection of genetic mutations that confer drug resistance have provided additional data that assists decision-making in the therapy of HBV. Lastly, histologic staging also provides important information that allows for personalized management of the disease. In this paper, we will review the spectrum of tools utilized in the diagnosis of HBV infection to allow proper identification of the different phases of infection and determine the need for further management.

HBV Serologic Markers
The HBV belongs to the family Hepadnaviridae, genus Orthoheanavirus. It has a partially double stranded DNA genome that encodes at least four overlapping open reading frames, including the surface (preS/S), precore/core (preC/C), polymerase (P) and X genes. The major viral proteins include the 1. envelope proteins (small HBsAg, medium and large) located on virion surface that bind cellular receptor to initiate virion entry into host cell, 2. core protein [hepatitis B core antigen (HBcAg)] which encapsidates pregenomic RNA and partially double-stranded DNA genome in cytoplasm, 3. e antigen [hepatitis B e antigen (HBeAg)] which is secreted in the peripheral blood and is involved in immunomodulation and inhibition of HBV replication, 4. DNA polymerase which is a reverse transcriptase enzyme that degrades pregenomic RNA template during reverse transcription, and 5. X protein which is a transcriptional transactivator and cofactor for hepatocellular carcinoma.

There are six HBV serologic and virologic markers in clinical use, namely 1. HBsAg, 2. anti-HBs antibodies (HBsAb), 3. HBeAg, 4. anti-HBe antibodies (HBeAb), 5. anti-HBV core antibodies (HBcAb, including total HBcAb and HBcAb IgM), and 6. HBV DNA.

Hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) and anti-hepatitis B surface antibody (HBsAb). First identified in leukemic patients as the Australia antigen more than four decades ago, HBsAg as detected by radioimmunoassay (RIA) or by enzyme immunoassay (EIA) has become the diagnostic marker of HBV infection. It is the small envelope protein that can be detected within the first 1-10 weeks of exposure and prior to the onset of clinical symptoms or elevations in serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT) (Figure 1). The specificity of current HBsAg detection assays is >99.5%, with false positives due to cross-reactivity being rare.
positive results rarely observed in pregnant women, autoimmune diseases, chronic liver diseases of other causes, and heparinized, hemolysed or icteric blood specimens. In patients who clear the acute infection, HBsAg is expected to disappear after six months. Its persistence for more than six months signifies the evolution into chronic infection, which carries a risk for disease progression and complications. Spontaneous HBsAg clearance in chronic HBV infection occurs at a rate of 0.01-1.0% per year.

While acute infection in infancy and childhood tend to result in chronic HBV infection in up to 90% of cases, only 5% of acute infection in adults goes on to chronic infection. Chronic infection is characterized by the persistence of HBsAg in the serum, which represents ongoing viral presence. Occasionally, HBsAg may not be detectable during chronic HBV infection under the following circumstances: 1. HBsAg titers may be too low to be detected by commercial assays, 2. HBV strains have mutations in the S gene leading to the synthesis of an HBsAg that is not recognized by commercial assays, 3. within the period of HBsAg seroconversion, when HBsAg loss has occurred either spontaneously or in response to treatment, or 4. in co-infected individuals with hepatitis delta virus (HDV), where HDV inhibits HBV replication and HBsAg expression.

Hepatitis B surface antigen quantification can be performed using a chemiluminescent microparticle assay. Its quantity may be a surrogate marker for HBV covalently closed circular (ccc) DNA, which is the persistent intrahepatic form of HBV DNA. Low pretreatment HBsAg levels have been reported to be a better predictor of response to treatment with pegylated interferon plus lamivudine than serum HBV DNA levels. HBsAg levels decline in response to therapy and may become undetectable; this may then be followed by the detection of HBsAb, a phenomenon called HBsAg to HBsAb seroconversion.

The HBsAb is a neutralizing antibody that confers long-term immunity against HBV infection. It is detected in individuals who have recovered from HBV infection (when present with HBCab) or in those who have successfully responded to immunization against HBV (when present by itself with no other markers). Titters must be present at >10 IU/ml to represent adequate immunologic protection following immunization. HBsAb titers may wane several years after recovery from acute HBV or after immunization, but a challenge with one dose of HBV vaccine should elicit detectable titers if an anamnestic response still persists. HBsAg and HBsAb may be observed to coexist in as many as 24% of HBsAg positive individuals. Such coexistence may represent inability of the HBsAb to neutralize the HBV virions, rendering these individuals chronic carriers of HBV.

Hepatitis B core antigen (HBcAg) and anti-hepatitis B core antibody (HBCab). Hepatitis B core antigen is an intracellular antigen that is expressed in infected hepatocytes but is not detectable in the serum. Its antibody, HBCab, can be detected in the serum and is indicative of prior or current exposure to HBV, regardless of the HBsAg status. HBCab appears as IgM within the first month after HBsAg is detected during acute HBV infection (Figure 1). Later, the HBCab-IgG replaces the IgM class to account for all of the detectable total HBCab (Figure 2). HBCab-IgM is a marker for past infection and is a marker of immunity.
of acute infection and may be the only detectable HBV serologic marker during the window period between the disappearance of HBsAg and the appearance of HBsAb in the recovery period. It typically disappears within 6 months, but may remain detectable up to two years after the acute infection. In addition, 10-20% of individuals with chronic HBV infection who experience acute exacerbation or hepatitis flares may also have detectable HBeAb-IgM titers, leading to a false diagnosis of acute HBV infection. Such HBeAb-IgM titers seen in acute flares, however, tend to be lower than those seen in acute HBV infection.

Hepatitis B core antibodies are not neutralizing antibodies and remains detectable lifelong in individuals who have recovered from acute HBV infection and in those with chronic HBV infection. The HBeAb-IgG titer is reported as a component of total HBeAb detection rather than as an individual titer; thus a positive total HBeAb in the absence of a detectable HBeAb-IgM can be attributed to HBeAb-IgG. An isolated HBeAb detected in the absence of HBsAg and HBsAb has been reported in 0.4-1.7% of blood donors in low prevalence areas and in 10-20% of the population in endemic areas. This isolated HBeAb positivity may represent one of four possible circumstances: 1. during window period of acute HBV infection when only the HBeAb-IgM marker is detectable, 2. in an individual who has recovered from acute HBV infection in whom the HBsAb has dropped to undetectable levels after many years; 3. in an individual with chronic HBV infection for many years in whom the HBsAg titer has dropped below detectable levels by commercial assays, and 4. A false positive result in individuals who have not been exposed to HBV at all. An individual who has recovered from acute HBV but has low and undetectable HBsAb titers is expected to have an anamnestic response to the virus; therefore, a single dose of HBV vaccine should elicit a rise in HBsAb titers to detectable levels in this population.

Interestingly, HBV DNA has been detected in the serum of 0-20% and in the liver of >50% of individuals with isolated HBeAb who have had previous exposure to HBV. Transmission of HBV via blood and organ donors who have an isolated HBeAb have been reported to occur variably at 0.4-78%. On the other hand, false positive HBeAb results have been observed as frequently as in 50-80% of individuals with isolated HBeAb, based on the absence of a primary HBsAb response to a HBV vaccination in this population. The false positive result tends to occur more frequently with EIA assays as compared to RIA assays.

**Hepatitis B e antigen (HBeAg) and hepatitis B e antibody (HBeAb).** Hepatitis B e Ag is a part of the HBe protein, a nonstructural protein encoded by the preC/C gene. Although the HBe protein is not essential for HBV replication, its presence is associated with immune tolerance, high-level viral replication, and high potential for transmission. During acute infection, HBeAg can be detected 6-12 weeks after exposure (Figure 1). In patients in whom the acute infection resolves, the HBeAg also clears as the viremia decreases, to be replaced by the HBeAb. In individuals who evolve to chronic infection, HBeAg may persist for several years to cause HBeAg positive infection (wherein the virus’ preC/C gene has a wild-type sequence) before an individual may
undergo HBeAg to HBeAb seroconversion (conversion from a high replication state to a low replication state with the appearance of HBeAb, generally associated with a hepatitis flare). While most patients become inactive HBsAg carriers with low HBV DNA <2000 IU/ml, a few undergo selection of variant viruses during the seroconversion process and evolve into the chronic HBeAg negative infection. In HBeAg negative infection, the variant virus has nucleotide substitutions in the precore region and/or in the basal core promoter region of the preC/C gene. The most frequent mutations are G189A in the precore region and A1762T and G1764A in the core region, and these prevent or down regulate HBeAg production. Hence, viral replication may remain very active leading to clinically significant HBV DNA levels, but HBeAg is negative and HBeAb is positive. Similar to quantitative HBsAg, quantitative HBeAg has been reported to be more useful than HBV DNA level for predicting HBeAg seroconversion in patients treated with pegylated interferon therapy.

Table 1. Clinical Interpretation of Hepatitis B Serological Markers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HBsAg</th>
<th>HBeIgM Ab</th>
<th>Total Hbc Ab</th>
<th>HBeAg</th>
<th>HBeAb</th>
<th>HBsAb</th>
<th>HBV DNA</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-/+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/+</td>
<td>Acute HBV Infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>Chronic HBeAg positive infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/+++</td>
<td>Chronic HBeAg negative infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>Inactive HBV carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Resolved infection with HBV immunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Immune to HBV by vaccination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Three possible scenarios:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Ongoing chronic HBV infection with very low HBsAg titers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Recovered from distant HBV infection with very low HBsAb titers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. False positive HbcAb test result</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hepatitis B Virus DNA (HBV DNA)

HBV DNA in the peripheral blood represents viral replication, and is detected within a few days after infection. It peaks during the time of acute infection, and declines progressively if the infection resolves, or fluctuates if the infection evolves into chronicity. It is a useful tool to assess the need for therapy, to monitor response or noncompliance to therapy or emergence of virologic resistance to the drug, and to predict future risk of cirrhosis and HCC. Its specificity of detection has significantly improved in the past decade, with dynamic ranges of $10^1$ - $10^9$ IU/ml being detected at the current time. Most HBV DNA assays use real-time PCR techniques, and results are now more standardized in IU/ml rather than copies/ml. 1 IU is approximately equivalent to 5.2 copies per mL.

The serum HBV DNA level has been established to be the strongest predictor of the risk for progression to cirrhosis and HCC regardless of HBeAg status and serum ALT levels. In the treatment arena, a cut-off level of 20,000 IU/ml for HBeAg-positive individuals and 2,000 IU/ml for HBeAg-negative individuals have been established as the threshold for initiation of therapy in the setting of an elevated serum ALT. Serum HBV DNA levels are typically high in HBeAg-positive infection and tend to be lower in HBeAg-negative infection. An inactive carrier should have HBV DNA < 2,000 IU/ml to allow for distinction from HBeAg-negative chronic HBV infection.

In terms of therapy, lower baseline serum HBV DNA level is associated with better virological response to interferon-based therapy in HBeAg-positive individuals, although this relationship does not seem to hold fast for the nucleos(t)ide analogues. However, the rate of viral decline after the onset of treatment appear to be predictive of the HBeAg seroconversion rate in patients treated with lamivudine and of the risk for the development of viral resistance.

Serologic Profiles of Phases of HBV Infection

Acute hepatitis B is diagnosed with the detection of HBsAg in the serum which may occur as early as 1-10 weeks after exposure (Figure 1). The HBV DNA is also present. This is later accompanied by a rise in the HBcAb-IgM (which also coincides with the appearance of clinical symptoms if present) that lasts for about 4-6 months after which it becomes largely replaced by the HBcAb-IgG which will persist for life. Recovery from the acute infection is heralded by the disappearance of HBV DNA, followed by HBeAg to HBeAb seroconversion, and subsequently, HBsAg to HBsAb seroconversion. Rarely, an individual may be diagnosed during the window period when the HBsAg titers are waning but HBsAb titers are still low, and the only detectable marker of acute HBV is the HbcAb-IgM.

Persistence of HBsAg for six months after the diagnosis of acute HBV represents progression to chronic hepatitis B. The
HBV DNA also persists in the serum. The natural history of chronic HBV infection was defined in the 2000 and 2006 research workshops conducted by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) as consisting of four successive phases: 1. immune tolerance, 2. immune active or immune clearance, 3. inactive HBsAg carrier state, and 4. reactivation as HBeAg-negative infection (See Figure 1 in Chapter 5).

The immune tolerant phase is characterized by HBeAg-positivity, normal serum ALT levels, and HBV DNA > 20,000 IU/ml. This occurs most commonly in those who acquired HBV infection via perinatal transmission, and is associated with no or minimal hepatic inflammation or fibrosis.

The immune active or immune clearance phase is characterized by either HBeAg or HBeAb positivity, elevated serum ALT levels, and HBV DNA >2,000 IU/ml. This may start as an HBeAg-positive infection which undergoes seroconversion to HBeAg-negative infection, but remains in the immune active phase. Individuals who acquired HBV in early adulthood may advance to this phase soon after the acute infection, while those who acquired HBV perinatally may transition into this phase after many years of immune tolerance. There is active inflammatory activity in the liver, with or without fibrosis.

The inactive HBsAg carrier phase is characterized by the absence of HBeAg, the presence of HBeAb, normal serum ALT levels, and HBV DNA <2,000 IU/ml. Individuals may transition from the immune active phase into this phase and remain in this phase for years, and histologic activity is expected to remain mild or improve over time if significant inflammation or fibrosis was present at baseline.

The reactivation phase refers to the stage when patients who are in inactive phase or even at the stage of resolved hepatitis B infection develop active hepatitis B. This is characterized by elevated serum ALT levels and HBV DNA levels >2,000 IU/ml with serology most often being HBeAg negative, although the HBV DNA levels are usually lower than those with HBeAg-positive infection.

Individuals who develop chronic HBV infection initially harbor HBeAg and high HBV DNA levels, which may continue for several years. Eventually, some individuals lose HBeAg at a rate of 8-12% per year, although this tends to be lower in the immune tolerant phase. An individual who undergoes HBeAg seroconversion may potentially follow one of these courses: 1. remain in immune active phase as HBeAg-negative hepatitis (10-30%), 2. revert to HBeAg-positive infection one or more times (20%), 3. transition to inactive HBsAg carrier state (70-80%) where he may remain for life or where he may experience reactivation as HBeAg-negative hepatitis. About 0.1-1.0% of chronically infected individuals spontaneously clear HBsAg per year.

**Hepatitis B Genotypes**

There are eight HBV genotypes (A to H) that differ by 8%-15% in their genome sequence. They may further be subdivided into several geno-subtypes (adr, adw, ayr, and ayrw) which differ by > 4% from each other. Hepatitis B genotypes have a distinctive geographical distribution. Genotype A is more prevalent in northwestern Europe, North America, India and sub-Saharan Africa, and less commonly in some regions of South America. Genotypes B and C are endemic to Asia, while genotype D predominates in the Mediterranean region and Eastern Europe, although it can also be found all over the world. Genotype E is characteristic of Western Africa, genotype F of South America, and genotype H of Central America. Lastly, genotype G has been reported in France, Germany, Central America, Mexico and the United States. Individual countries and its local regions, as well individual population groups at risk, may harbor specific genotypes at varying prevalence rates, but the largest report of HBV genotype distribution in the United States identified genotypes A (35%) and C (31%) to be the most common. Genotype A was more common among Caucasians and African Americans, while genotypes B and C were mostly seen in Asians.

At the present time, HBV genotypes may have clinical significance in terms of treatment outcomes, with patients infected with genotype A and B having better response to interferon than those with genotype C and D. The cumulative rate of spontaneous HBeAg seroconversion occurred more often in patients with genotype B than those with genotype C. The association of specific HBV genotype with disease progression and risk for HCC is less consistent, varying by the country where it was studied. Genotype C, for example, portends a more severe disease in Taiwan while genotype B is associated with the development of HCC in young, noncirrhotic patients; however, genotype B has a relatively good prognosis in Japan and China with no strong association to HCC. In India, genotype D is associated with more severe liver disease and HCC in young patients than genotype A. Likewise, the relationship between HBV genotype and chronicity of infection is also not well-established, although studies in Japan suggested that genotype A was more likely to cause chronic infection than genotype C. Another study in Switzerland also supported a higher likelihood to chronicity for genotype A as compared to genotype D. Despite the growing knowledge on HBV genotypes, its role in standard clinical practice remains limited at the present time other than as a tool to aid the choice of therapeutic options.

**Histology**

To date, the liver biopsy remains as the gold standard for evaluating hepatic pathology and can be useful in confirming most disease etiology while excluding others. It is also used to assess disease severity, despite its shortcoming of being such a minute representation of the entire adult liver at 1:50,000 ratio. Since the diagnosis of HBV infection can be based on serology alone, the use of the liver biopsy in this disease is limited mostly to the appraisal of the degree of hepatic injury in acute HBV infection or a flare of chronic
HBV infection, staging of hepatic inflammation and fibrosis in chronic HBV infection, and the exclusion of other concomitant liver diseases such as fatty liver disease or iron overload.

Acute HBV infection is histologically characterized by lobular disarray, ballooning degeneration, apoptotic bodies, Kupffer cell activation, and lymphocytic lobular and portal inflammation. While a liver biopsy is typically not obtained in acute HBV infection, massive hepatocyte necrosis may lead to fulminant hepatic failure, and occasionally a liver biopsy is useful in assessing the degree of necrosis and in predicting the likelihood of hepatic recovery. These histologic features of acute HBV may also be seen on liver biopsies obtained from individuals with chronic HBV who have an acute flare of disease.

Chronic HBV infection is characterized by the presence of predominantly lymphocytic infiltrates in the portal tracts, but interface hepatitis and spotty lobular inflammation may also be seen. This pattern of chronic hepatitis is not specific for chronic HBV infection, being also present in other chronic liver diseases such as chronic hepatitis C infection and autoimmune hepatitis. However, hepatocytes that contain a large amount of HBsAg in the cytoplasm may appear as “ground-glass” hepatocytes, although again, this feature may also be seen in other conditions such as drug-induced endoplasmic reticulum hypertrophy, cyanamide toxicity and storage diseases. Hepatic inflammation is minimal in the immune tolerant state, but may be significant in the immune clearance or reactivation phase. HBeAg seroconversion is accompanied by significant improvement or resolution of histologic activity, regardless of the severity of the histologic disease at baseline.

Immunostains for HBsAg and HBCAg may be obtained to confirm the presence of HBV in the hepatocytes. HBsAg is usually not expressed in acute HBV infection, but may be expressed as cytoplasmic and/or membranous particles in chronic HBV infection; HBCAg expression may be nuclear and/or cytoplasmic as well. In the immune tolerant phase, large amounts of membranous HBsAg and nuclear HBCAg may be seen with little inflammatory activity. On the other hand, the detection of HBsAg but not HBCAg may represent an inactive carrier state.

Therapy is typically recommended for individuals with high HBV DNA and serum ALT levels by all treatment guidelines without the need for a liver biopsy. The use of a liver biopsy in the management of chronic HBV infection is advocated in individuals who are >40 years and have active viral replication but have normal or near normal serum ALT. Age over 40 years has been associated with significant necroinflammatory activity and advanced fibrosis, while 10-30% of patients with normal serum ALT have been found to have significant fibrosis and may be at risk for progression of disease. The finding of significant histologic disease in this setting is an indication to initiate therapy. A liver biopsy would also be useful in individuals who are suspected to have cirrhosis, as they are at higher risk for HCC and poorer outcomes. Overall, the use of liver biopsy in the management of HBV is highly individualized.

Conclusion
The diagnosis of HBV infection remains largely based on interpretation of a composite of HBV serologic markers. While one can generally easily distinguish acute from chronic infection, chronic infection can transition from one phase to the next (immune tolerance, immune clearance, inactive HBsAg carrier state, and reactivation) or vice versa. A horizontal follow-up of serologic markers and serum ALT over several months is essential to allow for proper identification of the phase of chronic HBV infection and of consequent need for therapy. HBV genotypes are now increasingly used to predict the response to interferon in those individuals who are candidates for the treatment, but its ability to predict the course of the infection and future complications still remains unclear. Liver biopsies are typically obtained in patients with high HBV DNA levels but normal serum ALT to assist in the management decisions.
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